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Abstract: The primary goal of this paper is to 

investigate various elements of website and evaluate 
quality of website design. The quality of website 
depends on various components such as download 
time, website size, broken links and website 
structure. The quality of website structure is based 
on its navigability, average number of clicks and 
structural complexity. Different kinds of tools are 
used to examine the components of website. These 

tools include: W3C Link Checker, W3C Markup 
Validation Service, Webpage Analyzer and Website 
Extractor. The W3C Link checker accepts URL 
address of Web page and parses each and every 
hyperlink to find broken links in the page. The W3C 
Markup Validation Service finds the errors 
regarding HTML tags’, usage errors, properties of 
Web page and standards of the Web page mentioned 

by W3C Consortium. The errors of each web site 
are grouped into major and minor errors. A set of 
qualitative measures are identified based on these 
errors. The web tool PowerMapper is used to 
establish the sitemap for the website and path length 
metric is used to evaluate average number of clicks 
to get desired web page and web site structural 
complexity is determined with cyclomatic 

complexity. The quality of website design is 
measured in 10-point scale and the value suggests 
the improvement of the site design. 
Key words: major errors, minor errors, qualitative 
measures, website structure and navigability 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A Website is a collection of Web pages containing 
text, images, audio and video etc. Thus Web is a 
vast collection of completely uncontrolled 
documents.  Today, Web is not only an information 
resource but also becoming an automated tool in 
various applications. Due to the increasing 
popularity of Web, one can be very cautious in 
designing the Website. Poor and careless web 

design leads to hard ship to public utility and does 
not serve the purpose.  To design a Website with 
high quality, one has to follow certain guidelines for 
achieving the quality Web design. 
Despite of many recommendations, ideas and 
guidelines, designing a quality Website is still 
burning problem. It [1] [2] is suggested that always 
Web design is continuous process. The authors 
Flanders, Vincent and Michel Wills [1] insist that 

always design should be improved into good by 
looking from a bad design. Navigation plays a 
crucial role in the design of website structure 

because it determines the path to be traveled to 
reach a required web page. Normally a website 
structure resembles tree like structure starting from 
home page as root. The home page of website must 

be designed in such a way that it should not be too 
much crowded with links and also not be too much 
empty. It was stated that number of links on each 
page should not exceed 20 [3] and average number 
of clicks should not be more than 4 clicks to get a 
required page. Thus in this paper it is attempted to 
find various qualitative measures for various 
elements of website design. 

 

2. RELATED WORK. 
The quality of website can be assessed mainly in 
functionality and usability. World Wide Web 
Consortium (W3C) [11] defines a set of guidelines 
for quality of Web design. Every guideline provides 
a technique for accessing the content of Website. 

The qualitative measures [4], [5] are used to achieve 
quality in functionality of website. The notion of 
usability is a key factor to interact a website. The 
efficiency of usability is depended on website 
structure. The structure of website [6] should be in 
such a way that user can easily interact website 
without any formal training. An effective web 
design [7] is one that makes it easier for users to 

navigate through the different pages on the site. The 
website structure [8] is represented by directed 
graph where each node represents a web page and 
edges represent link to corresponding web pages. It 
is already investigated that web link structure can 
also be used for page ranking [9] and web page 
classification [10]. These works stress on the 
navigational relationship among web pages. The 

present work focuses on discovering key elements 
to affect quality website design. 
 

3. METHODOLOGY 
The procedure for the quality assessment of website 

design involves various modules: extracting   
components of website, validating web pages, 
identifying broken links, creating a sitemap and 
calculating structural complexity. All these modules 
are included in a web program. The structure of web 
program is shown in figure 1. 
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3.1 Extracting components of web 
All the components of website are extracted using a 
web tool viz., Website Extractor [12]. In the web 
program, a web tool namely Web Page Analyzer 
[13] finds the number of objects used in each web 
page, web page size and download time of all 

objects. It accepts URL address of each web page 
and generates a report containing details like 
number of image files, number of HTML files, 
number of script files and their download time of 
each web page.  

 

3.2 W3C Markup Validation Service 
A web tool i.e., W3C Markup Validation Service 
[14] finds the errors related to the HTML pages. It 
validates the web page regarding errors in HTML 
tags, properties of web page and standards of web 
page mentioned by W3C organization and all errors 
and their details are stored in files. 

 

3.3 Identifying Broken Links 
All the broken links and error links are identified in 
a web program using a web tool namely W3C Link 
Checker [15]. It accepts the URL address of web 
program and parses each and every hyperlink in the 
website. It finds the status code of each link and 
based on it generates a report about broken links. 
All broken link errors are stored in files for further 

usage in the study. 

 

3.4 Creating Site Map 
Every website must have sitemap to know the 
organization of web pages in the website structure. 
The sitemap shows all web pages in a hierarchical 
tree with home page as root of the tree. A web tool 

PowerMapper is used in the web program to 
construct a sitemap for the website. It selects URL 
address of website and generates the tree structure 
for all web pages of website. In this process only 
markup files (html, asp, php, xml, etc.,) are 
considered and remaining components like graphic 
files script files, etc., are not included because these 
files do not have any significance in website 

structure. The sitemap of a website may be 
organized into various levels depending on its 

design. Some websites have one or two levels and 
some may have three or more levels. 
 
3.5 Calculating Structural Complexity 
The structural complexity of website is determined 

with Mc. Cab’s cyclomatic complexity metric [16]. 
This metric is used to know navigation path for a 
desired web page. The cyclomatic complexity 
metric is derived in graph theory as follows. A tree 
graph is constructed with home page as root. The 
tree consists of various sub trees and leaf nodes. An 
example tree is shown in figure 2. A tree graph is 
constructed for a website by considering various 

hyperlinks in the website. Each sub tree of the graph 
represents a web page which has further hyperlinks 
to the next web pages and leaf node represent a web 
page which do not have any further links to the web 
pages.  
 

 
In tree graph, at each level all web pages that do not 

have further links are represented with one leaf node 
at that level and a sub tree at each level consists of 
links to the web pages to the next level. The 
structural complexity is computed using cyclomatic 
complexity and it is calculated using equation (1). 
According McCabe value of Cyclomatic 
Complexity Metric (CCMetric) should not exceed 
10. 

 
CCMetric = (e-n+d+1)/n              (1) 

 

Where 
 e is the number of web page links, 
 n is the number of nodes in the graph   
d is the number of leaf nodes in the graph. 

 
The structural complexity also depends on average 
number of clicks per page and broken link errors 
involved in website 

 

3.5.1 Evaluating Path length metric 
A path length is used to find average number of 

clicks per page. The path length of the tree is the 
sum of the depths of all nodes in the tree. It can be 
computed as a weighted sum, weighting each level 
with its number of nodes or each node by its level 
using equation (2). The average number of clicks 
(AvgClicks) is computed using equation (3). The 
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width of a tree is the size of its largest level and the 
height of a tree is the length of its longest root path. 

 

Path length = ∑ li.mi                      (2) 

 

AvgClicks = path length/n                     (3) 

 

Where 

 li is the level number  

 mi is the number of nodes at level li  

 n is the number of nodes in the tree. 
 An example tree is shown in figure 1. 

 

 
 

Path length = 0*1 + 1*3 + 2*3 + 3*6 = 27  

AvgClicks = 27/13 = 2.07 

3.5.2. Broken link calculation 
In a website structure, navigation problem raised 
due to broken links. The broken link may involve at 

various levels of web site structure. Broken links are 
identified in sitemap by the PowerMapper web tool. 
In a sitemap of website, broken links are counted at 
various levels and broken error index is calculated 
based on percentage of broken links involved in 
sitemap tree. The percentage of broken links is 
calculated using equation (4). 

 

Percentage of Broken links (PBL) 

 = (number of broken links / number of web  

      pages)* 100                (4) 

 

4. EVALUATION 
The websites of 10 Indian universities and 

approximately 1000 web pages are considered in the 
evaluation process.  The Web program consists of 
various web tools was used to study each 
university’s Website and all components of 
universities’ websites are shown in table 1. The 
Web page errors that are generated using Web 
program are considered to identify the measures for 
quality of Website design. These errors are further 

divided into major and minor errors using statistical 
techniques.  

 

4.1 Major Errors 
The  major  errors  directly  affect  the  quality  of  
Web  site design and developers must concentrate 
on this category of errors and these should be 

eliminated.   The major errors include: broken links, 

document type declaration errors, applet usage 
errors, server connectivity errors, image load errors, 
frames tag usage errors and title tag with no 
keyword errors. The major errors are proportional to 
the down load time of the Web pages. If major 

errors are minimized then down load time will be 
automatically reduced and hence it leads to the 
better quality. The figure 4 shows the graph that 
depicts different major errors and their effect on 
Website design. 

 

4.2 Minor Errors 
The minor errors are HTML tag errors and these 
may cause incorrect display of some components of 
Web pages.  The minor errors include: table tag 
errors, body tag errors, image tag errors, head tag 
errors, font tag errors, script tag errors, style tag 
errors, form tag errors, link tag errors and other tag 
errors. The developers must be attentive so that Web 
pages can be properly designed with appropriate 

HTML tags. The graph in figure 5 shows various 
minor errors of various universities’ Websites. 
The errors that are found in Websites’ of various 
universities lead to the necessity of qualitative 
measures for effective Website design.   The head 
tag errors (HTE), font tag errors (FoTE) and body 
tag errors (BTE) identify the problems in the text 
elements of we page. Thus Text formatting 

measures are to be evaluated.  The image tag error 
(ITE), body tag errors (BTE) and image load errors 
related to image identifies the errors in display of 
images and hence Graphic element measures to be 
evaluated. The table tag errors (TTE), frame tag 
errors (FTE), style tag errors (StTE), font tag errors 
(FoTE), frame tag usage errors and document type 
declaration errors cause the invention of page 

formatting measures.  Link Tag Errors (LTE) and 
broken links identify the need of link formatting 
measures. The form tag errors (FmTE), script tag 
errors (STE) and title tag with no keyword errors 
identify the need of page performance measure. The 
script tag errors (STE), applet usage errors, server 
connectivity errors, down load time of Website and 
broken link errors contribute the need of Website 

architecture measure. All these measures are shown 
in table 2. Each qualitative measure is evaluated 
based on 10-point scale. Formula for each measure 
is determined based on consideration of minor and 
major errors and each formula is shown in table 3. 

 

m1 = (BTE+FTE+HTE)/n 

m2 = (LTE/n) 

m3 = (TTE + FTE+StTE+FoTE)/n        (5) 

m4=(ITE+BTE)/n 

m5=(FmTE+STE)/n 

m6 = (STE)/n 
 

k1= (Broken links/n)*100 

k2= (Frame tag usage errors + DTD 

                                            errors)/n 

k3 = (image load errors)/n                 

k4 = (Title tag with no key word   (6)              

         errors)/n 

k5 = (Applet usage errors + server  

          connectivity errors)/n 

Figure 3. A tree with 3 levels 

Level 0 

Level 1 

Level 2 

Level 3 
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where n is number of web pages in a website. 
Each qualitative measure is evaluated using 
equations (5) and (6) in 10-point scale.  The value 0 
indicates lowest value and value 10 indicates the 
highest value in the scale. The qualitative measure 

the value 10 in the 10-point scale indicates 
maximum quality of the website design and the 
value 0 indicates the very low quality website 
design.  The 10-point scale value description is 
shown in table 3. 
Table 4 shows the values of various qualitative 
measures in the scale for various universities’ web 
sites in India. 
The web program accepts address of each 

university’s website and generates sitemap using 
PowerMapper web tool. The sitemap consists of all 
web pages of the website and displays in 
hierarchical tree structure in various levels. The 
average number of clicks needed to access a web 
page is computed with path length metric using 
equation (1) and (2). The cyclomatic complexity 
value is computed for the web site structure using 

equation (3). The percentage of broken links is 
calculated at each level in the sitemap using 
equation (4). 
The quality of website structure for each university 
is evaluated in 10-point scale. The 10-point scale 
value for each university is based on organization of 
web pages in sitemap structure, cyclomatic 
complexity of website, average number of clicks 

and broken link error index. The 10-point scale 
value for sitemap structure is evaluated using 
SMPMetric shown in equation (7). 

 

10 if webpage is home page  

       & wps = n &wps <=20 

           10    if wps >=10 & wps<=20 

            9     if wps = 9 or 21 
            8     if wps = 8 or 22 

SMPMetric =        7     if wps = 7 or 23 

           6     if wps = 6 or 24            (7) 

            5     if wps = 5 or 25 

                4     if wps = 4 or 26 

            3     if wps = 3 or 27 

            2     if wps = 2 or 28 

            1     if wps = 1 or 29 

                         0     otherwise 

 
Where wps is the number of web page links in a sub 
tree of sitemap. The 10-point scale value for 
structural complexity of website is calculated using 
equation (8) and (9). 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10 if CC<=1 

9 if CC<=2 

8 if CC<=3 

7 if CC<=4 

6 if CC<=5 

CCMetric   = 5 if CC<=6            (8) 
4        if CC<=7 

3        if CC<=8 

2        if CC<=9 

1        if CC<=10 

0 otherwise 

 

10PValue= Avg (SMPMetric + CCMetric)              (9) 

 

The Web Page Click (WPClick) value is 

determined using equation (10) and 10-point 

scale value is adjusted according to WPClick 

value using equation (11) 
 

       0.75   if AvgClicks <= 2.5 

WPClick=        0.5     if AvgClicks <= 4        (10) 

                     0.25   if AvgClicks <= 5 

 

10PValue = 10PValue + WPclick            (11) 

 
The Broken Link Error Index (BLE) is calculated to 
determine the errors in sitemap structure and it is 
determined using equation (12) and its value is 
deducted from the value of 10-point scale using 
equation (13). 

 

      1  if PBL >=10 

BLE =      0.75   if PBL >=5            (12) 

0.5   if PBL >= 2 

     0.25   if PBL > 0 

 

10PValue = 10PValue – BLE            (13) 

 

 
 As an example, the evaluation of value of 10-Point 
Scale value for Aligarh Muslim University website 
is shown in table 5. Similarly 10-point scale values 
for 10 universities are shown in table 6. 

 

5. CONCLUSION  
This paper aims to evaluate various elements 
required for quality design of Website. In this paper 
a focused approach has been made to identify all 
possible errors in the web design with specific 
reference to some of the major Universities in India. 
Also in this paper an attempt is made to find key 
components like sitemap evaluation, average 
number of clicks per page, cyclomatic complexity 
and broken link error index which greatly influences 

quality of website structure. The web developer 
must concentrate these components in selection and 
design of website. In this paper we tried to assess 
the quality of 10 universities’ websites. We can 
further apply the quality evaluation procedure for 
other major universities’ websites in India. This 
would enable to adjudge the quality status of web 
design of the various universities and would 

indicate the necessity of improvement in the design 
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of the Website. We can further extend this work to 
identify other components of web site design for 
quality assessment which would further enable to 
improve the design as a part of the ideology of 

TQM which emphasizes the continuous 
improvement of Design aspect and promote 
Excellence of Web Design.

 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Major errors of Websites of various Universities 
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Fig. 5. Minor errors of websites of Universities 

 

 
 

 

Table 1: Universities’ Website Report 

 

 

 

 

Sno University Name Web Site address No. 

of 

Web 

pages 

Total 

Web 

pages 

size 

Total no. 

of  web 

page 

errors in 

web site 

Average 

no. of 

errors in 

each page 

Downloa

d time at 

28 Kbps 

1 Aligarh Muslim 

University www.amu.ac.in 156 9761483 3839 24.60897 1498 

2 
Assam University www.assamuniversity.in 79 3197361 3689 63.60345 885 

3 Bharatiar 

University www.b-u.ac.in 182 7571965 5568 30.59341 2096 

4 Bharathidasan 

University www.bdu.ac.in 159 7263910 4596 28.90566 2011 

5 Bhavnagar 

University http://www.bhavuni.edu 122 3314715  3154 25.85246 1287 

6 Dravidian 

University www.dravidianuniversity.ac.in 45 1252639 1275 28.33333 1109 

7 Guru Jambeshwar 

University www.gju.ernet.in 101 5112758 4685 46.38614 1415 

8 
M.K. University www.mkuniversity.org 200 4424290 4995   24.97541 1598 

9 Rashtriya Sanskrit 

Vidyapeetha http://rsvidyapeetha.ac.in 201 3287466 2407 38.20635 910 

10 
S.V.Univeristy www.svuniversity.in 55 6248216 3879 32.59664 1730 

http://www.amu.ac.in/
http://www.assamuniversity.in/
http://www.b-u.ac.in/
http://www.bdu.ac.in/
http://www.bhavuni.edu/
http://www.gju.ernet.in/
http://www.mkuniversity.org/
http://rsvidyapeetha.ac.in/
http://www.svuniversity.in/
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Table 2: Errors considered in qualitative measures 

 

 
Table 3: 10-point scale value description 

0 to 4 5 to 6 7 8 9 10 

Very Poor Poor Needs 

Improvement 

Needs minor changes Good Very good 

 

 Table 4: The 10-Point Scale formula for various qualitative measures 

 
 

 

 

 

Sno Measures to be evaluated Errors considered 

Minor errors Major errors 

1 Text formatting measures BTE, FTE, THE  

2 Link formatting measures LTE Broken links 

3 Page formatting measures TTE, FTE, StTE, 

FoTE 

Frame tag usage errors, document type usage errors 

4 Graphics element measures ITE, BTE Image load errors 

5 Page performance measures FmTE, STE,  Title tag with no keyword errors 

6 Site architecture measures STE Applet usage errors, server connectivity errors, broken links 

S.No Qualitative 

Measure 

10-point scale value 

1 Text formatting 

measure 

if m1< 2.5 then value = 10 else if m1<5 then value = 9 else if m1< 7.5 then value = 8 else 

if m1<10 then value = 7 else if m1< 12.5 then value = 6 else if m1<15 then value = 5 else 

if m1<17.5  then value = 4 else if m1<20 then value = 3 else if m1<22.5 then value = 2 else 

if m1<25 then value = 1 else value = 0 

2 Link formatting 

measure 

if (m2<2.5 and k1< 5%) then value = 10 else If (m2<5 and k1< 7.5%) then value = 9 else 

if (m2<7.5 and k1< 10%) then value = 10 else If (m2<10 and k1< 12.5%) then value = 8 else 

if (m2<12.5 and k1< 15%) then value =7 else If (m2<15 and k1< 17.5%) then value = 6 else 

if (m2<17.5 and k1< 20%) then value =5 else If (m2<20 and k1< 22.5%) then value = 4 else 

if (m2<22.5 and k1< 25%) then value =3 else If (m2<25 and k1< 27.5%) then value = 2 else 

if (m2<27.5 and k1< 30%) then value = 1 else value = 0 

3 Page formatting 

measure 

if(m3<2 and k2<1) then value = 10 else if(m3<4 and k2<2) then value = 9 else 

if(m3<6 and k2<3) then value = 8 else if(m3<8 and k2<4) then value = 7 else 

if(m3<10 and k2<5) then value = 6 else if(m3<12 and k2<6) then value = 5 else 

if(m3<14 and k2<7) then value = 4 else if(m3<16 and k2<8) then value = 3 else 

if(m3<18 and k2<9) then value = 2 else if(m3<20 and k2<10) then value = 1 else value = 0 

4 Graphics 

element measure 

if (m4<2.5 and k3 <0.25) then value = 10 else if (m4<5 and k3 <0.5) then value = 9 else 

if (m4<7.5 and k3 <0.75) then value = 8 else if (m4<10 and k3 <1) then value = 7 else 

if (m4<12.5 and k3 <1.25) then value = 6 else if (m4<15 and k3 <1.5) then value = 5 else 

if (m4<17.5 and k3 <1.75) then value = 4 else if (m4<20 and k3 <2) then value = 3 else 

if(m4<22.5 and k3 <2.25) then value = 2 else if(m4<25 and k3 <2.5) then value = 1 else value = 0 

5 Page 

performance 

measure 

if (m5<2.5 and k4 <0.25) then value = 10 else if (m5<5 and k4 <0.5) then value = 9 else 

if (m5<7.5 and k4 <0.75) then value = 8 else if (m5<10 and k4 <1) then value = 7 else 

if (m5<12.5 and k4 <1.25) then value = 6 else if (m5<15 and k4 <1.5) then value = 5 else 

if (m5<17.5 and k4 <1.75) then value = 4 else if (m5<20 and k4 <2) then value = 3 else 

if(m5<22.5 and k4 <2.25) then value = 2 else if(m5<25 and k4 <2.5) then value = 1 else value = 0 

6 Site architecture 

measure 

if (m6<2.5 and k5 <0.25) then value = 10 else if (m6<5 and k5<0.5) then value = 9 else 

if (m6<7.5 and k5<0.75) then value = 8 else if (m6<10 and k5<1) then value = 7 else 

if (m6<12.5 and k5<1.25) then value = 6 else if (m6<15 and k5<1.5) then value = 5 else 

if (m6<17.5 and k5<1.75) then value = 4 else if (m6<20 and k5<2) then value = 3 else 

if(m6<22.5 and k5<2.25) then value = 2 else if(m6<25 and k5<2.5) then value = 1 else value = 0 
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Table 5: 10-point scale value for qualitative measures of various universities’ websites in India 

 

 

 

Table 6: 10-Point Scale value calculation for Aligarh Muslim University Website 
AvgNoClicks Path Length = 367 

AvgNoClicks = 367/156 = 2.352564 

SMPMetric Level No Sub tree in web 

site structure 

No. of web pages 

in sub tree 

10-Point Scale Value 

 

1 1 20 10 

2 

1 3 3 

2 3 3 

3 1 1 

4 1 1 

5 4 4 

6 3 3 

7 4 4 

8 7 7 

9 8 8 

10 3 3 

11 2 2 

12 1 1 

13 4 4 

14 16 10 

3 

1 7 7 

2 1 1 

3 5 5 

4 4 4 

5 1 1 

6 1 1 

7 1 1 

8 1 1 

9 1 1 

10 2 2 

11 9 9 

12 11 10 

13 7 7 

14 13 10 

15 9 9 

4 

1 1 1 

2 1 1 

10-point scale value = 4.21875 

CCMetric Cyclomatic Complexity Metric (CCMetric) = (e-n+d+1)/n = (156-20+28+1)/20  = 2.083 

10-point scale Value = 8 

BLE % of broken links Broken link error index 

 5.769231 0.75 

10-point scale value for Aligarh Muslim University website = 5.4 

 
 

 
 

Sno 

 

University text 

formatting 

measure 

Link 

formatting 

measure 

page 

formatting 

measure 

graphics 

element 

measure 

page 

performance 

measure 

site 

architecture 

measure 

Average 

(Qualitative 

measure) 

1 Aligarh Muslim University 4 7 5 4 5 4 4.8 

2 Assam University 7 0 0 0 1 0 1.3 

3 Bharatiar University 9 5 3 7 5 9 6.3 

4 Bharathidasan University 9 5 5 7 5 5 6 

5 Bhavnagar University 3 4 4 3 5 1 3.3 

6 Dravidian University 5 6 5 3 4 1 4 

7 Guru Jambeshwar 

University 

0 0 1 0 1 2 0.7 

8 M.K. University 1 0 3 1 5 3 2.1 

9 Rashtriya Sanskrit 

Vidyapeetha 

3 2 1 2 3 2 2.2 

10 Sri Venkateswara 

University 

3 1 1 3 3 2 2.2 
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Table 7: 10-point scale values for website structures of various universities in India 
Sno University Name SMPMetric CCMetric 10PValue WPclick BLE 10-point 

scale value 

1 Aligarh Muslim University 4.21875 8 6.109375 0 0.75 5.4 

2 Assam University 2.555556 7 4.777778 0.25 0.5 4.5 

3 Bharatiar University 2.55 6 4.275 0.25 0.5 4 

4 Bharatidasan University 4.380952 8 6.190476 0.5 0.75 5.9 

5 Bhavnagar University 2.833333 8 5.416667 0.75 0.25 5.9 

6 Dravidian University 5.666667 3 4.333333 0.25 0 4.6 

7 Guru Jambeshwar University 3.352941 6 4.676471 0.75 0.5 4.9 

8 Madurai Kamaraj University 4.346154 5 4.673077 0.75 1 4.4 

9 Rashtriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha 2.365854 6 4.182927 0.75 1 3.9 

10 Sri Venkateswara University 3.058824 9 6.029412 0.75 0 6.8 
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